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Abstract 
Large dataflow designs are a result of behavioral specification of modern complex digital systems and/or a result of unfolding and 

transforming looped and branched programs. Since deep-submicron silicon technology provides large amounts of available 

resources, pipelining optimization without (or with minimal) resource sharing can give significant advantages in performance. 

High-level synthesis of CAL-programs is particularly popular in computation intensive applications (e.g., image and video 

processing, cryptography, wireless communication, etc.) where feedback actors with data flows at input and output ports represent 

loop-like behavior. In this work, we propose techniques for transforming, analysis, speculatively pipelining and optimizing large 

branched feedback dataflow programs. We develop an accurate algorithm and introduce fast dynamic and mixed static / dynamic 

heuristics that firstly minimize the number of pipeline stages for a given pipeline-stage time-period, and secondly minimize the 

overall pipeline registers size by means of appropriate assignment of feedbacks and instructions to pipeline stages. We also 

propose a genetic algorithm for tuning the heuristics for a particular design. The experimental results show the algorithms we 

propose give quickly solutions that are very close to accurate solutions and overcomes the earlier developed algorithms regarding 

computing time and pipeline parameters. 
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1 Introduction 

Pipelining is a certain type of transformation of a digital 
system behavioral specification into a set of partitions that 
represent pipeline stages and execute in time-sliced fashion on 
the input data flow [1-5]. Pipelining increases the operating 
frequency and throughput of data-intensive digital systems 
with long critical paths. The optimization of pipeline 
implementations is a hard-combinatorial problem in general 
case, and its exhaustive solution is not feasible in acceptable 
CPU time. For early silicon technologies, pipeline 
architectures intensively explored the sharing of 
computational resources Most of the known optimization 
algorithms generate pipelines executing several clock cycles 
per stage cycle and solve the problem of how to share 
functional units among operators and to share pipeline 
registers among variables. Works [6 - 9] propose techniques 
that optimize highly parallelized pipelines without sharing 
resources. 

Pipelining is a natural technique for dataflow designs, 
which organize data as flows over all parts of the designs. 
CAL is a key language for writing dataflow programs and 
modelling dataflow designs [10, 11]. It was developed and 
standardized to address the goal of high-level system 
specification and design, particularly addressing the wide field 
of streaming applications. A CAL-program is a network of 
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actors, and an actor consists of one or more actions. The actors 
and actions accept tokens at input ports and produce tokens at 
output ports. Actions of an actor operate sequentially using a 
firing mechanism, and actors within a network operate 
concurrently. The most time-consuming actions determine the 
clock cycle period and slow down the hardware 
implementations synthesized from the dataflow CAL-
programs when the cycle period is large. Our approach for 
increasing the throughput of the whole system is to break up 
the critical paths of such actions into pipelined partitions, 
which reduces the clock cycle period of the system. Pipelines 
without sharing resources are a most promising and efficient 
solution in this case. The algorithms of analyzing and 
optimizing such dataflow pipelines are the main value of this 
paper. 

Pipelining the loop-like dataflow programs [10 - 11] 
represented in CAL differs pipelining the loops [12]. CAL 
models a loop as an actor with data tokens in input ports, one 
or more actions, one or more state variables, and feedback 
fragments that process the tokens and variables in the actions. 
As a result, the pipelining techniques and optimization 
algorithms are different for the loops and loop-like actors. 
Therefore, we should revise such known pipeline optimization 
techniques as modulo scheduling [12] and extend them for 
dataflow large-size CAL-programs. 

Works [7 - 9] have already proposed some techniques for 
pipelining optimization of CAL-programs: the ASAP and 
ALAP algorithms minimize the number of pipeline stages; the 
optimal least cost search branch and bound algorithm 
(LCSBB) and the algorithm based on pipeline optimization 
dynamic heuristics (HADD) minimize the overall pipeline 
registers size. This article is an extended version of the paper 
[9]. We can summarize the novel contribution of the present 
work with respect to [9] in the following points: 
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 modelling of loops using branched feedback dataflow 
programs represented in CAL 

 transformation of actions of a CAL-program to a single 
basic block model 

 analysis of a transformed CAL-program with respect to 
mutually exclusive instructions, data dependences, 
critical paths and feedback fragments 

 speculative pipelining of branched feedback dataflow 
CAL-programs by means of extended ASAP, ALAP and 
LCSBB algorithms 

 generalization and extension of the dynamic heuristic 
optimization algorithm HADD to speculative pipelining 
of branched feedback dataflow CAL-programs 

 development of a genetic algorithm for tuning heuristic 
factors to efficiently optimize a particular design. 

This paper has the structure as follows. Section II analyzes 
related work. Section III describes modelling, transformation 
and analysis of branched feedback dataflow programs in CAL. 
Section IV formulates a problem of speculative pipelining of 
branched feedback dataflow programs. Sections V and VI 
present pipelining optimization algorithms on dynamic and 
mixed static/dynamic heuristics, and on a genetic algorithm. 
Section VII reports experimental results, and the last section 
concludes the paper. 

2 Related work 

Numerous languages aim at describing pipelines: C, 

System-C and VHDL languages [13 - 15], data flow graphs 

[16], signal flow graphs [17], transactional specifications [18], 

binaries [19], CAPH [20], and other notations. Sehwa [1] is 

one of the first pipeline synthesis program. It minimizes the 

latency using a modified list-scheduling algorithm and a 

resource allocation table. The force directed scheduling that 

has been proposed in [17, 21] performs a time-constrained 

functional pipelining. Retiming moves registers in a circuit to 

decrease the length of longest paths while preserving the 

circuit behavior [22]. The ASAP (As Soon As Possible) and 

ALAP (As Late As Possible) algorithms that are developed in 

[8] on an operator conflict graph are similar to the downward 

and upward direction traversal algorithms [6]. 

Pipelining is an effective method for optimizing loops. 

Work [3] proposes the loop winding method that performs 

pipelining of data flow graphs without recurrences. The 

percolation-based scheduling [23] deals with the loop winding 

by starting with an optimal schedule that is obtained without 

considering resource constraints. The PLS pipelining is 

another effective method [4] to optimize loops for DSP. Work 

[16] introduces the rotation scheduling for loop pipelining by 

means of retiming formulation. Work [13] proposes the 

vectorization method based on pipelining of innermost loops 

by removing vector dependences in a loop nest. The 

speculative loop pipelining [19] generates a pipeline netlist at 

compile time and modifies it according to the result of runtime 

analysis. An integer linear programming formulation of the 

pipeline optimization problem is presented in [24] as an 

efficient approach for the design space exploration. 

Modulo scheduling [25 - 27] is one of the most popular 

techniques to perform loop pipelining since it can achieve 

high-quality solutions with relatively low overhead in 

resources. Since finding an optimal modulo schedule is NP-

hard in general, various heuristics have been proposed and 

implemented. Iterative modulo scheduling [28] schedules 

operations with backtracking. In work [29], the list scheduling 

and iterative modulo scheduling are used for the design space 

exploration based on slow, but area efficient modules, and 

fast, but area consuming modules. Swing modulo scheduling 

[30] reduces the register requirements by placing each 

operation close to either its predecessors or successors. Slack 

modulo scheduling [31] orders operations on a priority 

function and performs bidirectional choosing of time slots to 

minimize the conflicting variable lifetimes.  

Work [12] proposes a method of modulo scheduling based 

on a system of difference constraints. Its authors have given a 

linear programming formulation to particularly solve a min-

lifetime problem by an integer linear polynomial program and 

have proved that the constraint matrix is totally unimodular. 

Their assumption is each variable in the loop has only one 

producer, which significantly restricts the set of loop 

descriptions their method can optimally pipeline. Therefore, 

only heuristic algorithms are capable of solving the problem of 

pipelining optimization of branched feedback large-size nested 

loops, given constraints on resources. 

3 Modelling of branched feedback dataflow 
programs 

3.1 Dataflow modelling in CAL 

Work [32] introduces the concept of actors as means of 

modeling distributed knowledge-based algorithms. Nowadays, 

actors are widely used in embedded systems, where actor-

oriented design is a natural match to the heterogeneous and 

concurrent nature of such systems. In this paper, we utilize the 

CAL dataflow language [10, 11] that supports this concept to 

specify parallelism explicitly. CAL is suitable to model a 

variety of applications [33-44] from a wide range of domains 

(e.g., cryptography, multimedia processing, network 

processing, control systems, reconfigurable systems, power 

optimization, monitoring of HW and SW, and others).  

An actor consists of input and output ports, state variables, 

actions, and a scheduler. Actors run in parallel. Actions 

execute over firing mechanism. Only one action of the actor 

fires at any moment in time. An actor scheduler specifies the 

sequence of actions firing. The scheduler operates accounting 

for the data tokens in input port buffers, the state of guards, 

priority conditions, and the presence of a finite state machine.  

In this paper, in favor of high flexibility of pipeline 

synthesis and optimization, we focus on pipelining of one 

action, which fires depending on the tokens flow at input ports 

of an actor that may have many actions. Figure 1 depicts such 

sample CAL actor that will help us to illustrate techniques we 

propose. Although this actor has no scheduler, it represents a 

loop with branched body due to modeling feedbacks over two 

state variables s1 and s2. 



 
Figure 1 A CAL actor sample with action beh that uses state variables, and 

consumes and produces multiple tokens from its input and output ports.  

3.2 Transformation of CAL-programs 

Before pipelining optimizations of a CAL program, 
preliminary transformations convert it to an appropriate form. 
To illustrate these transformations, we perform transition from 
the sample CAL-actor (Figure 1) to the equivalent transformed 
actor shown in Figure 2.  

The first transformation replaces all conditional 
expressions with Boolean variables in branching statements, 
and splits expressions so as no more than one operator would 
occur in the right part of any assignment. For instance, 
variable t0 replaces expression “b<7”, and variable t1 replaces 
expression “i2>i4” in two conditional instructions. 

Afterwards, it moves assignments over the action code to 
place all producers of one variable in mutually exclusive 
branches of nested conditional statements. For instance, 
assignment “d:=77;” moves into the else-part of the first 
conditional statement, and assignment “o2:=c<<3;” moves 
into the else-part of the second conditional statement. 
Additional variables may need to accomplish such a 
transformation in case of sophisticated data dependences. For 
example, in sequence “x:=m+n; y:=x/2; if c then x:=m-n; end” 
moving of “x:=m+n;” into the else-part of the conditional 
statement would force the assignment “y:=x/2;” to move into 
both conditional branches. This is a costly solution. It is better 
to introduce an additional variable z and to transform the code: 
“z:=m+n; y:=z/2; if c then x:=m-n; else x:=z; end”. 

Next transformation concerns state variables. An action 
that fires reads the value of a state variable, processes it, and 
finally writes a new value into the variable. The 
transformation introduces single load instruction before the 
first consumer, and introduces single store instruction after the 
last producer of each state variable s. It adds a new local 
temporal variable st in the action. Variable st propagates the 
value of s to all consumers. 

The speculative (eager) execution is an optimization 
technique where a computer system performs some task that 
may not be needed [19]. Speculative execution refers to 
branching statements. We need this technique to speed up 

pipelined dataflow implementations. Speculative execution is 
very expensive, as amount of resources grows exponentially, 
and the overall pipeline registers size increases rapidly. 
Therefore, we solve the problem of finding out, what branches 
should execute eagerly, in parallel with solving the pipeline 
optimization problem. To do this, we have developed a 
recursive procedure that split all nested conditional statements 
into a sequence of simple if-then instructions with only one 
assignment inside. As a result, this transformation merges 
many basic blocks that are associated with various branches, 
to a single basic block [15]. For example, the procedure 
transforms two nested conditional statements  

if z4 then a:=0; else  if z5 then a:=1; else a:=2; end end 

to the single basic block as follows: 

b6:=not z4;   b7:=not z5;   t8:=b6 and z5;   t9:=b6 and b7; 
if z4 then a:=0; end     if t8 then a:=1; end    if t9 then a:=2; end 

It has introduced four additional Boolean variables b6, b7, t8, 
and t9. In the single basic block model, simple instructions 
have larger mobility over pipeline stages, thus increasing 
capabilities for the pipeline optimizations. 
 

 

Figure 2 CAL action beht that is transformed to single basic block model. 

 
In general terms, the transformed CAL-program specifies a 

set V of variables and a set P of operators (statements or 
instructions). Set V includes input tokens, local variables and 
output tokens. For each operator p it specifies variable subsets 

inputs(p)  V and outputs(p)  V. For each variable v of bit-

size size(v), it specifies subsets prod(v)  P of operators-

producers and cons(v)  P of operators-consumers.  
It is also a source for computing a direct precedence 

relation Rdirect on the set P of operators. Very often, it is 
difficult to find out the precedence between two if-then 
statements, for instance, between “if t0 then a:=0; end” and 
“if t1 then b:=a; end”. In case, conditional variables t0 and t1 
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take value true simultaneously, the first statement precedes the 
second one. At the same time, in case, t0 and t1 never take 
value true simultaneously, they do not precede each other.  

3.3 Analysis of CAL-programs 

Let T = {t1,…tn} be a set of conditional Boolean variables. 
Let Z = {z1,…,zk} be a set of primary Boolean variables, 
which are not expressed over other Boolean variables using 
Boolean operators. Sets T and Z may intersect, as a primary 
variable can be at the same time a conditional one. Let 
H = {h1(r),…,hn(r)} be a set of Boolean functions that 
evaluate the conditional variables of T over vector z of 
primary variables. Let F = { f(zi, zj) | i, j = 1,…,k, i < j } be a 
set of feasible Boolean functions for values of pairs of primary 
variables. 

We define two Boolean variables ti and tj of T as 

orthogonal if they never take value 1 simultaneously. We 

define a subset E  T of variables as orthogonal if all pairs of 

variables of E are orthogonal. Boolean equations as follows 

describe the orthogonal condition for two conditional variables 

ti and tj: 
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In (1) – (3),  is universal quantifier,  is Boolean 

implication,  is Boolean disjunction, and  is Boolean 

negation. Boolean function (z) characterizes the set of vector 
values of primary variables, which are feasible during program 

execution. Boolean function (z) takes value 1 when ti and tj 
are orthogonal and takes value 0 otherwise.  

Equation (1) describes a partial tautology. We have to 

prove (z) = 1 when (z) = 1, and we do not need a proof of 

(z) = 1 when (z) = 0. The procedure of traversing all vector 

values of z and checking out the satisfiability of (z)(z) at 
each value has high computational complexity, therefore we 
reformulate this tautology problem to a satisfiability (SAT) 
one and solve it automatically with a contradiction tool. 

We define an orthogonal subset E of variables as complete 

if the equation as follows holds:  
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At any moment of program execution, exactly one variable of 

complete subset E takes value 1, and others take value 0. 
For example, the CAL-code shown in Figure 2 uses set 

Z = {t0, t2} of primary variables and set T = {t0, t1, t2, t3} of 
conditional variables. Sets R and T intersect. Vector 

r = (t0, t1), and function (r) is Boolean constant 1. Functions 

h0 = t0, h1 = t1, h2 = t0 and h3 = t1 evaluate the variables 
of T. Let us prove the variables t0 and t2 be orthogonal: 

1  (r) = 1  t0  (t0) = t0  t0 = 1. Moreover, 

according to (4), 1t0  t0 = 1. Therefore, orthogonal 
variables t0 and t2 constitute the complete subset. Similarly, 
subset {t1, t3} is also completely orthogonal. 

The second example code is the result of transform of two 
nested conditional instructions to the single basic block from 
Section 3.2. The set of primary variables is Z = {z4, z5}, and 
the set of conditional variables is T = {z4, t8, t9}. Sets Z and T 
intersect. In vector z = (z4, z5), variables z4 and z5 are 

independent, therefore function  = 1. According to (1) – (3), 

variables z4 and t8 are orthogonal: 1   = 1  z4   

(z4 z5) = 1. Similarly, z4 and t9 are orthogonal: 

1   =1  z4  (z4z5) = 1. Variables t8 and t9 are 

also orthogonal: 1   = 1  (z4 z5) (z4z5) = 1. 

Moreover, according to (4), 1  z4  t8  t9 = 1  z4   

(z4 z5) (z4 z5) = 1. Therefore, z4, t8 and t9 constitute 
the complete orthogonal subset. 

The third example code contains relational operators: 

t10:=x>y; t11:=x<=y; if t10 then a:=0; end  if t11 then a:=1; end 

The set Z = T = {t10, t11} of conditional variables is the 
same as the set of primary variables. Boolean function 

 = f(t10, t11) = t10  t11 (exclusive or) determines feasible 
values of pairs of primary variables t10 and t11. On values 00, 
01, 10, 11 of the vector arguments, it takes values 0, 1, 1, 0 
respectively. According to (1) -(3), the orthogonal condition is 

(t10  t11)  (t10  t11) = 1. Moreover, according to (4), 

(t10  t11)  t10  t11 = 1. Therefore, t10 and t11 constitute 
the complete orthogonal subset. The same procedure proves, 
that replacing “t10:=x>y;” with “t10:=x>=y;” makes variables 
t10 and t11 to be non-orthogonal. 

In our work, we investigate the orthogonal condition for 
various CAL operators (including relational operators) and 
various operands of these operators. 

The inputs and outputs of operators and the orthogonal 
relation between conditional variables provide evaluation of 
the operators direct precedence relation: Rdirect = { (0,1), (1,2), 
(1,3), (2,0), (4,12), (5,7), (5,10), (5,15), (6,7), (7,8), (7,9), 
(8,12), (8,19), (9,6), (10,11), (10,12), (11,13), (12,14), (13,14), 
(14,18), (15,18), (16,17), (16,18), (17,19) }. It describes a 
directed cyclic direct precedence graph. Rdirect without the 
feedback pairs (i.e. pairs (2,0) and (9,6) in our example) is a 
source of calculating its transitive closure R. Computing an 
anti-transitive relation from R allows to calculate a set succ(p) 
of all direct successors and a set pred(p) of all direct 

predecessors of each operator pP. 
We use relative delays of operators and an additive model 

to calculate the delays along the longest paths in the acyclic 
graph that we derive from relation R. Figure 3 presents a 
matrix G of all operator pairs longest paths lengths. Its rows 
and columns correspond to operators. The elements on the 
principal diagonal are operators’ relative delays. During 
pipeline synthesis, we also take into account delays associated 
with if-then instructions in case at least two of them are 
producers of the same variable. According to Figure 3, the 
critical path length equals 9.54. 

Another goal of analysis is determining feedback regions 

of state variables. A feedback region Fbr(s)  P of variable s 
is a subset of operators that include the successors of load 
instructions of s and predecessors of store instructions of s: 
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where loads  P is a subset of read operators of s, and 

stores  P is a subset of write operators of s. the sample CAL-
actor has two state variables, s1 and s2. For s1, loads1 = {0}, 
stores1 = {2}, succ(0) = {1, 2, 3} and pred(2) = {0, 1}. 
According to (5), Fbr(s1) = {0, 1, 2}. For s2, loads2 = {6}, 
stores2 = {9}, succ(6) = {7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 18, 19}, and 
pred(9) = {5, 6, 7}. According to (5), Fbr(s2) = {6, 7, 9}. 

The longest path in region Fbr(s1) connects operators 0, 1 
and 2, therefore element (0,2) of matrix G in Figure 3 is the 
path length of 1.3. Similarly, the length of the longest path in 
region Fbr(s2) that connects operators 6, 7 and 9 is 2.32. As 
all operators of each feedback region must belong to one 
pipeline stage, the pipeline stage time may not be less than the 
maximum length over all regions. Therefore, inequality 

Tstage  2.32 must hold for the example CAL actor. 

 4 Speculative pipelining of a branched 
feedback dataflow program 

Given a dataflow program describing a system behavior, 
the objective is to minimize the number of pipeline stages 
denoted as S, and to find a best assignment of each operator p 
to a stage denoted as stage(p). 

4.1 Conflicts between operators in pipeline 

Given the delays of operators, matrix G of longest path 
lengths between the pairs of operators, and a constraint Tstage 
on the pipeline-stage time-period, we calculate the operator 
conflict relation C as: 

  
stageij TGandjijiC  |,  (6) 

In pair (i, j)C, operators i and j may not belong to the 
same pipeline stage. An operator nonconflict relation Cn is 

computed as Cn=R \ C. In pair (i, j)Cn, operator j may not be 

assigned to a stage that precedes the stage which operator i is 
assigned to. We may use set R instead of set Cn. To speed up 
the optimization process, we use instead of C and Cn their 
anti-transitive versions. Thus, for Tstage=4.0 and for matrix G 
shown in Figure 3, the operator conflict relation is C={(4,18), 
(5,8), (5,12), (5,19), (6,8), (6,12), (6,19), (7,8), (7,12), (7,19), 
(8,14), (8,18), (10,18), (11,18), (12,18), (13,18)}. 

For each pair (i, j)  C, inequality stage(i) < stage(j) holds, 

and for each pair (i, j)  Cn, inequality stage(i)  stage(j) 

holds. We evaluate the set cdpred(p)  P of direct 
predecessors on the relation (graph) C, and the set 

ncdpred(p)  P of direct predecessors on relation (graph) Cn 

for each operator p. We also evaluate the set cdsucc(p)  P of 

direct successors on C, and the set ncdsucc(p)  P of direct 
successors on Cn. 

4.2 ASAP and ALAP branched feedback program 
scheduling 

In a dataflow program without feedbacks, the downward 
and upward direction dataflow traversal algorithms, ASAP 
and ALAP [6-8] can generate asap and alap pipeline 
schedules on the conflict graph C. The algorithms do not meet 
the requirements of the dataflow programs that guarantee valid 
processing of feedbacks. We have extended these algorithms 
to map all operators of one feedback region to one stage, and 
called them FASAP and FALAP. Applying the extended 
algorithms to the sample action at Tstage=4.0 yields fasap and 
falap pipeline schedules shown in Figures 4 and 5. A function 

stage(p), pP maps the operators onto the set S of pipeline 
stages, and formally describes the schedule. 

Both FASAP and FALAP algorithms process conditional 
instructions in the same way: they distribute if-then 
instructions on pipeline stages according to relations C and Cn, 
and according to their operation strategies. They can distribute 
if-then instructions that produce the same variable in different 
manner. Thus, in Figure 4 (fasap), both instructions 12 and 13 
produce values of the same variable d, but FASAP assigns 
instruction 13 to stage 1, and assigns instruction 12 to stage 2. 
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Figure 3 Longest paths lengths matrix G for action in Figure 2. 



 

Figure 4 Example 3-stage pipeline fasap with overall registers size of 147 bit.  

 

 

Figure 5 Example 3-stage pipeline falap with overall registers size of 156 bit.  

 

 

Figure 6 Stage instructions and registers between stages in fasap pipeline. 

 
As a result, it releases operator 13 from if-then in the form 

“d_:=77;”, and replaces instruction 12 with “if t0 then d:=a|c; 
else d:=d_; end”. Similarly, FASAP replaces operator 19 with 
“o2_:=c<<3;”, and replaces instruction 18 with “if t1 then 
o2:=e*f; else o2:=o2_; end”. FALAP assigns instructions 12 
and 13, as well as instructions 18 and 19, to the same stage 
(Figure 5). Our scheduling tool has merged the instructions in 
these pairs, resulting in if-then-else instructions as shown in 
Figure 1. It has removed instructions 11 and 17 in both fasap 
and falap. 

The fasap and falap schedules play key role in the pipeline 
synthesis and optimization. Firstly, they determine the 
minimal number of stages in pipeline; it is equal to three in 
our sample action. Secondly, they allow the evaluation of each 
operator mobility over pipeline stages and allow the 

evaluation of the mobility of each feedback fragment. For 
example, operator 10 has mobility of two, as it can execute in 
stage 1 at earliest (Figure 4) and can execute in stage 2 at 
latest (Figure 5). Feedback fragment Fbr(s1) has the mobility 
of three; it executes in stage 1 according to fasap, and 
executes in stage 3 according to falap. Feedback fragment 
Fbr(s2) has the mobility of one.  

Figure 6 shows an assignment of the instructions to the 
stages, and an assignment of variables to registers in schedule 
fasap. Our tool generates a CAL-representation of the 
pipeline. It represents each stage as a separate actor and 
represents all registers as ports. 

4.3 Overall pipeline registers size 

Once the minimal number of stages has been determined, 
moving operators and feedback fragments of operators from 
one stage to previous or next stages produces a space of all 
pipeline schedules for the given stage-time period Tstage. As 
shown in works [7, 8], the space size grows exponentially. For 
the given number of stages and for the generated stage(p), 

pP, we can calculate the overall registers size RSize as 
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Applying (7) and (8) to the pipeline schedules fasap and 
falap yields to RSize = 147 bit and RSize= 156 bit respectively 
(Figure 4 and 5). Figures 6 shows that in the fasap schedule 
the size of registers between the first and second stage equals 
90 bit, and equals 57 bit between the second and third stage. 

4.4 Optimal scheduling of branched feedback 
programs 

In this paper, we extend the FLCSBB algorithm [8] for the 
branched feedback dataflow programs and call it FLCSBB. 
The key step in the extension is evaluating the mobility of 
feedback regions over pipeline stages in addition to the 
mobility of separate instructions. We determine the earliest 
and latest stages of each region, and construct a conflict 
relation (graph) on the set of regions, that is similar to the 
conflict relation (graph) C. The new graph provides a 
generation of valid assignments of feedback regions to 
pipeline stages. This is a master procedure, for which former 
LCSBB is a slave procedure. 

For the sample actor, FLCSBB has produced three 
combinations of assignments of feedback regions Fbr(s1) and 
Fbr(s2) to three pipeline stages: (1, 1), (2, 1), (3, 1). For each 
combination, it has generated a best pipeline, and obtained 
using (7) and (8) three values of Rsize: 126, 125, and 137 bit. 
Among them, the 3-stage pipeline flcsbb that is shown in 
Figure 7 has given a minimum of RSize = 125 bit.  

At the same assignment of the feedback regions, FASAP 
has given larger RSize of 148 bit against FLCSBB that has 
given 126 bit, and FALAP has given 156 bit against 137 bit by 
FLCSBB. This example proves that FLCSBB is capable of 
significant reduction of RSize. At the same time, FLCSBB can 
handle only small designs. 

 



 

Figure 7 Example 3-stage pipeline flcsbb with overall registers size of 125 

bit.  

5 Pipeline optimization based on heuristics 

The key task of a pipeline optimization technique without 
sharing resources is to choose for each instruction an 
appropriate stage. To obtain an optimal solution, we need a 
backtracking mechanism. To obtain a heuristic solution, we 
take iteratively two decisions: what operator (feedback 
fragment) is to be scheduled next, and what is the pipeline 
stage the operator has to be assigned to. In this Section, we 
propose two Feedback dataflow optimization Heuristic 
Algorithms: FHADD uses Dynamic heuristics for choosing 
the operator and Dynamic heuristics for choosing the stage; 
FHASD uses Static heuristics for choosing the operator and 
uses Dynamic heuristics for choosing the stage. These 
algorithms explores a concept of partially generated pipeline 
schedule. 

5.1 Optimization flow 

This Section gives an overview of how FHADD works. 
Firstly, it recognizes the feedback fragments of instructions, 
computes a precedence relation on the set of fragments, and 
determines their lifetime intervals over the pipeline stages. In 
the sample CAL-action, there are two feedback fragments, 
Fbr(s1) and Fbr(s2). In 3-stage pipelines, Fbr(s1) lives over 
the stages from 1 to 3, and Fbr(s2) lives within stage 1 (see 
Figures 4 and 5). FHADD performs a traversal of all 
combinations of stages for fragments, assigns the instructions 
of these fragments to corresponding stages, and searches for 
an optimal assignment of other instructions (that are out of the 
fragments) to the stages. Bellow, we consider the assignment 
of Fbr(s1) to stage 2 and consider the assignment of Fbr(s2) to 
stage 1. 

On our sample CAL-actor, Figures 8 and 9 depict a 
systematic pipeline heuristic optimization flow that FHADD 
implements. In the initial state (Figure 8a), FHADD assigns 
operators 0, 1, 2 of Fbr(s1) to stage 2, and assigns operators 
6, 7, 9 of Fbr(s2) to stage 1. Then it associates a range of 
stages with each operator p that is out of the feedback 
fragments. We determine this range by running the FASAP 
and FALAP algorithms. 

We denote a lower bound of the operator’s range as 
early(p) and denote an upper bound as late(p). When the range 
includes one stage, the corresponding operator p has mobility 
one, is assigned to this stage, and equality 

stage(p) = early(p) = late(p) holds. When FHADD has 
assigned only a part of operators on stages, it cannot calculate 
the accurate value of Rsize. Instead, it estimates a lower bound 
of the overall pipeline registers size (rslb). In this Section, we 
report only values of rslb, and describe details of the 
estimation in the next Section. 

In Figure 8a there are five operators, i.e. 5, 8, 12, 14 and 
18, that have mobility one and are initially assigned to stages 
1, 2, 2, 3 and 3 respectively. Other operators have a mobility 
larger than one. Such operators (i.e. 3, 4, 10, 13, 15, 16, 19 
and 20) are assigned to stages depending on rslb, as the size of 
operator’s inputs is not equal to the size of operator’s outputs. 
Figure 8a reports the value of rslb for each such operator and 
each available stage. Operators 11 and 17 that have the same 
size of inputs and outputs may move over stages without 
changing rslb. FHADD assigns such operators to stages at the 
end of scheduling process. 

For each operator p whose range of available stages 
satisfies inequality early(p) < late(p), FHADD evaluates a 

weight (p), the larger value of which indicates its prominence 
for good scheduling. It selects an operator p with a maximum 

of a heuristic parameter (p) and assigns it to a stage(p), 
which provides a minimum of rslb. In this Section, we only 

report values of (p), and introduce a method of their 
computation in Section 5.3. 

Thus, at the scheduling steps from a) to h) (Figure 8), 
FHADD chooses operators p = 3, 16, 10, 4, 13, 19, 20 and 15 

with maximum weights of (p) = 0.2495, 0.2267, 0.2244, 
0.1939, 0.1794, 0.1939, 0.1568 and 0.1648, and assigns them 
to stages 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2 and 3 respectively. The assignment 
of an operator to a stage can make tighter a stage range of 
other operators. The lower bound of the overall pipeline 
registers size can only grow during systematic assignment of 
operators to stages (Figure 9): rslb = 80, 81, 82, 82, 82, 90, 
102 and 126. This growth is due to the increase of the lower 
bound of variables lifetimes. Thus, variables t1, t0, o2, o3 and 
b has increased their lifetime at scheduling steps b), c), f), g) 
and h) (Figure 9).  

5.2 Lower and upper bounds of registers size 

Assume that the lower bound early(p) of operator p has 
been updated to early’(p). Then we can calculate a new lower 
bound early’(q) of successor q of operator p applying (9) to 
the current early(q) and the new early’(p). 
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   (9) 

Assume that the upper bound late(p) of operator p has been 

updated to late’(p). Then we can calculate a new upper bound 

late’(q) of a predecessor q of the operator p applying (10) to 

the current late(q) and the new late’(p). 

 
 
 
 



 
Figure 8 Assignment of operators to stages in example 3-stage pipeline; operator 11 and 17 are assigned to stage 2 at the end of optimization process and are 

removed after reconstruction of conditional instructions 

 

Figure 9 Lower bound of variables lifetimes over pipeline stages in example 3-stage pipeline 
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The lower bound rslb of the overall pipeline registers size is 

a key heuristic parameter for pipeline optimization. We 

evaluate it using (11) and (12). 
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In (12), pos(x) = 0 if x  0 and pos(x) = x otherwise. The 

upper bound early(v) is the earliest stage of producers of 

variable v, and lower bound late(v) is the latest stage of 

consumers of v. The initialization of FHADD assigns a 

minimum of falap(p) on all pprod(v) to early(v), and assigns 

a maximum of fasap(p) on all pcons(v) to late(v). Whenever 

the upper bound late(p) has been updated to late’(p) for any 

pprod(v), a new upper bound early’(v) is calculated applying 

(13) to the current early(v) and the new late’(p). 
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Similarly, whenever the lower bound early(p) has been 

updated to early’(p) for any pcons(v), a new lower bound 

late’(v) is calculated applying (14) to the current late(v) and 

the new early’(p). 
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FHADD explores (9) – (14) at each step of pipeline 

optimization flow. 

5.3 Heuristics of choosing operators and stages 

Now our focus is on the operators (instructions) that have 
mobility larger than one. At each step of optimization flow, 
FHADD uses heuristics for choosing a next-scheduled 
operator (instruction) and uses heuristics for choosing an 
available stage for the operator assignment. As FHADD does 
not perform backtracking, these two decisions significantly 
influence the final pipeline parameters. 

To take the first decision, we introduce for operator p a 

heuristic weight (p) whose maximal value indicates a 
preferable operator for scheduling: 
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where i(p) is a heuristic parameter; i is a heuristic factor 

such that 1
...1

  ki i ; k is the number of parameters. Each 

parameter i(p) varies its value from 0 to 1. A higher value of 
the parameter implies better properties of pipeline. In this 

paper, we explore four heuristic parameters 1  4. Parameter 

1 evaluates the operator mobility, and parameter 4 evaluates 
the difference between the size of the operator inputs and the 

size of its outputs. Parameter 2 evaluates rslb-difference over 

operator’s available stages, and parameter 3 evaluates rslb-
difference over non-scheduled operators.  

To take the second decision, we use rslb as heuristics 
whose minimal value indicates a preferable stage to assign the 
operator. 

5.4 Heuristic algorithms FHADD and FHASD for 
feedback dataflow programs 

Algorithm 1 assigns the feedback fragments to the pipeline 
stages, and maps other instructions onto the stages by means 
of calling algorithm HADD or algorithm HASD depending on 
the value of mode. It generates various valid combinations of 
fragments assignment by means of using a precedence relation 
on the set of feedback fragments, available early and late 
stages for each fragment, and a mobility of each fragment over 
the stages. HADD explores dynamic heuristics, and HASD 
explores both static and dynamic heuristics. They use the 
mapping of the fragments onto the stages as input and 
generate the mapping stage of other operators onto the stages.  

5.5 Heuristic algorithm HADD 

Algorithm 2 summarizes HADD as follows. Firstly, it 
initializes the optimization state by calculating the initial 
values of early and late for all operators and calculating initial 
values of early, late and rslb for all variables. Secondly, in a 
loop, it iteratively assigns nonscheduled operators of Q to the 
most preferable pipeline stages. In order to choose the best 
operator for scheduling, HADD computes a value of rslb(q, s), 

 

which is evaluated by function UpdateOptimizationState in 
case the nonscheduled operator q was assigned to the available 
pipeline stage s in the current optimization state. 

Then it estimates the vector (q) of dynamic heuristic 
parameters executing function heuristicsEvaluateD, and 

calculates the operator’s weight (q). After that, it selects the 

best operator operBest yielding a maximum of  and the best 
stage stageBest yielding a minimum of rslb and recalculates 
the optimization state after the assignment of operBest to 
stageBest by executing function UpdateOptimizationState. 
The actual value true of the first parameter means that the 
function computes and returns a new value of the arrays stage, 
early and late for the operators of Q, a new value of the arrays 
earlyv, latev and rslb for the variables of V, and finally returns 
a value of RSize. The arrays earlyv and latev contain early(v) 

and late(v) for all vV. When the first parameter is equal to 
false, the function only computes and returns the value of rslb.  

5.6 Updating the optimization state 

Algorithm 3 describes the OptimizationStateUpdate 
procedure that uses two lists. It works when HADD assigns 
operator q to stage s. List Pupd includes operator q or other 
operator p whose bounding stages early(p) and/or late(p) are 
updated due to updating the state of q. List Vupd includes 
variable v whose bounding stages early(v) and/or late(v) are 
updated due to updating the state of q. 

Firstly, the algorithm sorts list Pupd on ascending and then 
iteratively extracts the first operator f from the list. It computes 
a new value of early’(p) for each successor p of operator f. If 
early’(p) is unequal to early(p), the algorithm considers p as 
updated and includes it in Pupd. After that it computes a new 

value of late’(v) for each vinput(f). If late’(v) is unequal to 
late(v), v is included in Vupd. Secondly, the algorithm sorts list 
Pupd on descending and iteratively extracts the first operator f 
from the list. It computes a new value of late’(p) for each 
predecessor p of operator f. If late’(p) is unequal to late(p), it 
considers p as updated and includes it in Pupd. Then it 

computes a new value of early’(v) for each voutput(f). 

 
Algorithm 1: FHADD-FHASD 

 

Input: A mode{FHADD, FHASD} of algorithm operation 

Input: A set F of feedback fragments 
Input: A set S of pipeline stages 

Input: A precedence relation PF on set F 

Input: An earliest stage earlyf(f)S of fragment fF 

Input: A latest stage latef(f)S of fragment fF 

Output: A best function stageFB(f) of mapping F onto S 

Output: A best function stageB(p) of mapping operators P onto S 
Output: A global optimum GRSize of overall pipeline registers size  

Intermediate: Current mapping stagef of F onto S 

Intermediate: Current mapping stage of P onto S 

GRSize   

while New assignment of fragments to stages exists do 

stagef  GenerateNewAssignment(F, S, PF, earlyf, latef) 
if mode=FHADD then  

RSize  HADD (F, stagef, stage) 

else  

RSize  HASD (F, stagef, stage) 

if GRSize > RSize then  

GRSize  Rsize     stageFB  stagef    stageB  stage 
return stageFB, stageB, GRSize 

 

 



  

 
Algorithm 2: HADD 

 
Input: A set F of feedback fragments 

Input: A function stagef(f) which maps fragments F onto stages S 
Input: A set V of variables 

Input: A set P of operators 

Input: A set S of pipeline stages 

Input: A set inputs(p)V of variables for operator pP 

Input: A set outputs(p)V of variables for operator pP 

Input: A set producers(v)P of operators for variable vV 

Input: A set consumers(v)P of operators for variable vV 

Input: A set cdpred(p)P of predecessors of operator pP on conflict 

graph C 

Input: A set cdsucc(p)P of successors of operator pP on conflict 

graph C 

Input: A set ncdpred(p)P of predecessors of operator pP on 
nonconflict graph Cn 

Input: A set ncdsucc(p)P of successors of operator pP on nonconflict 

graph Cn 

Input: An initially earliest stage fasap(p)S of operator pP 

Input: An initially latest stage falap(p)S of operator pP 

Input: A vector  of heuristic factors 
Output: A function stage(p) which maps operators P onto stages S 

Output: An overall pipeline registers size RSize 

RSize  0 

for pP do 

early(p)  fasap(p)     late(p)  falap(p) 

for vV do 

early(v)  |S| 

for pproducers(v) do if early(v) > falap(p) then early(v) falap(p) 

late(v)  0 

for pconsumers(v) do if late(v) < fasap(p) then late(v)  fasap(p) 

rslb(v)  size(v)  pos(late(v)  early(v)) 

RSize  RSize + rslb(v) 

Q  P 

while Q   do 

for qQ do 

if early(q) = late(q) then 

stage(q)  early(q)     Q  Q / {q}     continue 

for s  early(q) to late(q) do 

rslb(q, s)  OptimizationStateUpdate(false, Q, q, s, V, S, 
inputs, outputs, cdpred, cdsucc, ncdpred, 

ncdsucc, stage, early, late, earlyv, latev, rslb) 

if Q =  then break 

weightMax  1 

for qQ do 

if qf and fF then operBest  q  break 

else 

(q)  heuristicsEvaluateD(Q, early, late, rslb,  

inputs, outputs) 

(q)  0 

for k  1 to || do 

(q)  (q) + k  k(q) 

if weightMax < (q) then  

operBest  q     weightMax  (q) 

if qf and fF then  stageBest  stagef(f) else 

rslbMin   

for s  early(operBest) to late(operBest) do 

if rslbMin > rslb(operBest, s) then 

stageBest  s     rslbMin  rslb(operBest, s) 

stage(operBest)  stageBest 

RSize  OptimizationStateUpdate(true, Q, operBest, stageBest, V, S, 
inputs, outputs, cdpred, cdsucc, ncdpred, 

ncdsucc, stage, early, late, earlyv, latev, rslb) 

Q  Q \ {operBest} 
return stage, RSize 

 

 

 
Algorithm 3: OptimizationStateUpdate 

 
Input: Mode of algorithm operation 
Input: A set Q of nonscheduled operators 
Input: An operator q that is being scheduled 
Input: A stage s that q is assigned to 
Input: A set V of variables 
Input: A set S of pipeline stages 
Input: An overall pipeline registers size RSize 

Input: An array inputs of sets inputs(p)V of variables for pP 

Input: An array outputs of sets outputs(p)V of variables for pP 

Input: An array cdpred of sets cdpred(p)P of predecessors of pP on 
conflict graph C 

Input: An array cdsucc of sets cdsucc(p)P of successors of pP on 
conflict graph C 

Input: An array ncdpred of sets ncdpred(p)P of predecessors of pP 
on nonconflict graph Cn 

Input: An array ncdsucc of sets ncdsucc(p)P of successors of pP on 
nonconflict graph Cn 

InOut: A function stage(p) which maps operators of Q onto stages of S 

InOut: An array early of stages early(p)S for pQ 

InOut: An array late of stages late(p)S for pQ 

InOut: An array earlyv of stages early(v)S for vV 

InOut: An array latev of stages late(v)S for vV 

InOut: An array rslb of pipeline registers sizes rslb(v) for vV 
Output: An updated overall pipeline registers size RSize’ 

Pupd       Vupd       RSize’  RSize     early’(q)  late’(q)  s 

if  early(q)  early’(q)  then 

Pupd  {q} 

while  Pupd    do 

f  getFirstOperator(Pupd) 
if  Mode  then  

early(f)  early’(f) 

if  early(f) = late(f)  then  stage(f)  early(f) 

for  p  cdsucc(f)  ncdsucc(f)  do 

if  p  cdsucc(f)  and  early(p) < early’(f) + 1  then  

early’(p)  early’(f) + 1 

if  p  ncdsucc(f)  and  early(p) < early’(f)  then  

early’(p)  early’(f) 

if  p  Pupd  and  early’(p)  early(p)  then   
InsertAscending(p, Pupd) 

for vinput(f) do 
if  late(v) < early’(f)  then 

late’(v)  early’(f)     early’(v)  early(v) 

Vupd  Vupd  {v} 

if  late(q)  late’(q)  then 

Pupd  {q} 

while  Pupd    do 

f  getFirstOperator(Pupd) 
if  Mode  then  

late(f)  late’(f) 

if  early(f) = late(f)  then  stage(f)  early(f) 

for  p  cdpred(f)  ncdpred(f)  do 

if  p  cdpred(f)  and  late(p) > late’(f)  1  then  

late’(p)  late’(f)  1 

if  p  ncdpred(f)  and  late(p) > late’(f)  then  

late’(p)  late’(f) 

if  p  Pupd  and  late’(p)  late(p)  then  
InsertDescending(p, Pupd) 

for voutput(f) do 
if  early(v) > late’(f)  then 

early’(v)  late’(f)     late’(v)  late(v) 

Vupd  Vupd  {v} 

for  v  Vupd  do 

rslb’(v)  size(v)  pos(late’(v)  early’(v)) 

RSize’  RSize’ + rslb’(v)  rslb(v) 
if  Mode  then  

early(v)  early’(v)   late(v)  late’(v)   rslb(v)  rslb’(v) 
return   RSize’ 

 

 



If early’(v) is unequal to early(v), v is included in Vupd. 

Finally, the algorithm computes new values of rslb’(v), vVupd 
and RSize’. It returns a value of RSize’ and updates the values 
of early’(p), late’(p), early’(v), late’(v) and rslb’(v) when 
Mode equals true. 

5.7 Heuristic algorithm HASD 

To speed up the optimization process, we have developed 
an algorithm HASD (alternative to HADD), which uses static 
heuristics for ordering operators before their assignment to 
pipeline stages and uses dynamic heuristics for choosing a 
stage at each step of optimization process. Algorithm 4 
summarizes HASD as follows. Firstly, it initializes the 

optimization state. Secondly, it computes vector (p) of static 
heuristic parameters by means of calling function 

heuristicsEvaluateS, and estimates a static weight (p) of each 

operator pP. HASD sorts operators of P on descending of , 
and generates an order on P by means of calling function 
operatorsOrdering. It puts the operators of feedback 
fragments F in the beginning of the sorted list. Function 
orderInverse generates an inverse order1. Then in a loop on 
variable i, HASD iteratively chooses an operator 
operBest = order1(i) and assigns it to stagef(f) in case the 

operator is in a feedback fragment fF. Otherwise, it 
computes a value of rslb(operBest, s) using function 
UpdateOptimizationState, assuming the nonscheduled 
operator operBest were allocated on an available pipeline 
stage s. The stageBest whose rslb(operBest, stageBest) is 
minimal is selected for the allocation of operBest. Function 
UpdateOptimizationState whose first parameter takes value 
true recalculates the optimization state after assignment of 
operBest to stageBest. 

6 Genetic algorithm for tuning heuristics 

The heuristic weight (p) determines the dynamic ordering 
of operators during pipeline optimization. The generated order 
significantly influences the overall pipeline registers size. The 
next operator choice depends not only on the heuristic 

parameters , but also on the heuristic factors . A high value 

of i shows importance of the corresponding parameter i in 

the weight (p). A low value of i is taken when the 

corresponding parameter i poorly recognizes best solutions. 

Finding an optimal value of vector  is a complex problem, as 
the pipeline registers size has many local minima in the 
multidimensional solution space. In this paper, we develop a 
genetic algorithm (GA) for efficiently solving this problem.  

6.1 Basics of the genetic algorithm 

An individual  = (1,…,k) is a vector of heuristic 

factors. A gen i is a heuristic factor. A population is a set of 
individuals that exist during the genetic algorithm operation. A 
generation is a set of individuals that exist during one iteration 

of the genetic algorithm. A fitness function F() of individual 

 represents quality of the corresponding pipeline solution. In 
the pipeline optimization problem, this function is determined 

over the objective function that is a minimum of RSize() 

obtained by HADD or HASD. Fitness function F() is a 

difference between a maximum of RSize(worst) of the worst 

individual and RSize() of individual . 

 

6.2 Genetic operations 

The fitness proportionate selection (FPS) normalizes each 

fitness value F() by dividing it by the sum of all fitness 
values. The sum of normalized values equals 1, and the values 
can be considered as probabilities. The worst parent selection 

 
Algorithm 4: HASD 

 
Input: A set F of feedback fragments 

Input: A function stagef(f) which maps fragments F onto stages S 
Input: A set V of variables 

Input: A set P of operators 

Input: A set S of pipeline stages 

Input: A set inputs(p)V of variables for operator pP 

Input: A set outputs(p)V of variables for operator pP 

Input: A set producers(v)P of operators for variable vV 

Input: A set consumers(v)P of operators for variable vV 

Input: A set cdpred(p)P of predecessors of operator pP on conflict 

graph C 

Input: A set cdsucc(p)P of successors of operator pP on conflict 

graph C 

Input: A set ncdpred(p)P of predecessors of operator pP on 
nonconflict graph Cn 

Input: A set ncdsucc(p)P of successors of operator pP on nonconflict 

graph Cn 

Input: An initially earliest stage fasap(p)S of operator pP 

Input: An initially latest stage falap(p)S of operator pP 

Input: A vector  of heuristic factors 
Output: A function stage(p) which maps operators P onto stages S 

Output: An overall pipeline registers size RSize 

RSize  0 

for pP do   early(p)  fasap(p)     late(p)  falap(p) 

for vV do 

early(v)  |S| 

for pproducers(v) do if early(v) > falap(p) then early(v) falap(p) 

late(v)  0 

for pconsumers(v) do if late(v) < fasap(p) then late(v)  fasap(p) 

rslb(v)  size(v)  pos(late(v)  early(v)) 

RSize  RSize + rslb(v) 

for p  1 to |P| do 

(p)  heuristicsEvaluateS(fasap, falap, inputs, outputs) 

(p)  0 

for k  1 to || do   (p)  (p) + k  k(p) 

order  operatorsOrdering(P, F, stagef, ) 

order1  orderInverse(order) 

Q  P 

for i  1 to |P| do 

operBest  order-1(i) 

if early(operBest) = late(operBest) then 

stage(operBest)  early(operBest) 

else 

if qf and fF then  stageBest  stagef(f) else 

rslbMin   

for s  early(operBest) to late(operBest) do 

rslb  optimizationStateUpdate(false, Q, operBest, s, 

V, inputs, outputs, cdpred, cdsucc, ncdpred, 
ncdsucc, stage, early, late, earlyv, latev, rslb) 

if rslbMin > rslb then   stageBest  s    rslbMin  rslb 

stage(p)  stageBest 

RSize  optimizationStateUpdate(true, Q, operBest, stageBest, 

V, inputs, outputs, cdpred, cdsucc, ncdpred, ncdsucc, 

stage, early, late, earlyv, latev, rslb) 

Q  Q / {operBest} 

return stage, RSize 

 

 



(WPS) chooses a parent with the worst fitness value and 
replaces it in the next generation with the best offspring in 
case the fitness value of the offspring is larger than the fitness 
value of a parent. The worst individual selection (WIS) 
chooses the individual with the worst fitness value in the 
current generation, and replaces it with the best offspring in 
case the fitness value of this offspring is larger than fitness 
value of the individual.  

The half uniform crossover (HUX) randomly chooses a 
half of gen indices that are represented with a subset K1 of set 
K = 1,…,k. HUX is a partially matched crossover. The simple 
recombination of parent's gens is not sufficient for obtaining a 
valid offspring, as for new individual the sum of heuristic 
factors may appear unequal to 1. We differentiate two cases as 
follows for two parents.  

Case 1. The fitness values of 1 and 2 are approximately 
equal. In this case, HUX tries to save the genotype of parent 

1 in the first offspring and the genotype of parent 2 in the 

second offspring. It constructs the first offspring 3 of original 

gens of parent 1 that are indexed with iK1, and of 

normalized gens of parent 2 that are indexed with iK\K1. It 

constructs the second offspring 4 of original gens of parent 

2 that are indexed with iK\K1 and of normalized gens of 

parent 1 that are indexed with iK1. HUX performs the gen 
normalization with the ratios as follows:  
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Ratio 1 aims at normalizing the gens of 2 in offspring 3: 

3
i=12

i for iK\K1. Ratio 2 aims at normalizing the gens 

of 1 in offspring 4: 4
i=21

i for iK1.  

Case 2. The fitness value of 1 significantly exceeds the 

fitness value of 2, In this case, HUX tries to save the 

genotype of parent 1 in both offspring. The first offspring is 

the same as 3. HUX constructs the second offspring 5 of the 

original gens of parent 1 that are indexed with iK\K1, and of 

the normalized gens of 2 that are indexed with iK1. The gen 

normalization is performed as 5
i=2

i/2 for iK1.  

The single offspring crossover (SOX) takes two parents, 1 

and 2 and produces one individual. Firstly, it computes the 

heuristic factor weights  and  as:  

 )()(/)( 211  FFF   (20) 

 1  (21) 

Secondly, it computes the single offspring  as a vector of 
weighted sum of parent gens:  

21

iii         for i=1…k. (22) 

The two gens mutation (TGM) alters two heuristic factor 

values in one parent 1 from its initial state. It selects heuristic 

factors 1
i and 1

j randomly, and calculates corresponding 

factor values in the single offspring  using a mutation factor 

 whose value satisfies inequality 0<<1:  

1

i   (23) 

  1

ii
 (24) 

  1

jj
 (25) 

Algorithm 5 summarizes GA. It consists of an initialization 
stage and a loop that repeatedly updates the population by 
means of genetic operations in such a way as to find a pipeline 
schedule with a minimal overall registers size. The exit 
condition can be defined over the maximum number of 
iterations, or over a CPU time constraint. To determine the 
operation that will be performed next, either crossover or 
mutation, we use probabilities pcross and pmut. We can exploit 
GA in two modes: 1) while actually solving the optimization 
problem in real time, and 2) during accumulation of 
knowledge on the best heuristics factors. We can apply GA to 
both HADD and HASD.  

 

 

7 Results 

We have developed a pipelines synthesis and optimization 
tool and have integrated it with the CAL HLS flow based on 
Xronos [45]. We have conducted experiments on several test 
benches, including Bayer filter, forward discrete cosine 
transform, inverse discrete cosine transform, random TB1000-
TB5000 benchmarks [7 - 9] and others. We report results 
obtained on Intel® Core™ i3 CPU 550 @ 3.20 GHz 3.19 
GHz, 4 GB. 

7.1 Results for FHADD 

In the design TB1000 of 1000 operators, we use relative 
delays of operators. The maximum delay equals 3.0 and the 
sum of all delays equals 906. The delay over the critical path 
in the data flow graph equals 89.7. Table 1 and Figure 10 

 
Algorithm 5: Genetic algorithm for tuning heuristics 

 
Produce initial population by repeatedly generating k - 1 random numbers 

i; i = 1,…, k-1 of the range [0,1], order the numbers on ascending, and 

compute an individual as  = (1, 2 -1,…,k-1 - k-2, 1 - k-1), and add 

it to the population. 

Perform HADD() or HASD() for each individual , find the worst 

individual, compute fitness function F() for all individual, and reorder 

the individuals on descending of F(). 
while not Exit_Condition do 

Randomly choose crossover or mutation using probabilities pcross 

and pmut. 

Randomly choose parents using selection operation FPS.  

Perform crossover HUCX or SOCX and mutation TGM 

operations, and obtain offsprings i; i=1,…,m. 

Perform HADD(i) or HASD(i) and produce F(i) for each 

offspring i.  

Perform selection operation WPS or WIS to update population. 

return HADD(best) or HASD(best) 

 

 



report results for FHADD and for various number of stages. 
Increasing in the stage number from 2 to 14 implies 
decreasing in the stage-time period from 45.43 to 7.33. 
Multiplying the number of stages by the stage-time period 
yields the all-stages-time (columns 1-3) that fluctuates from 
90.87 to 109.21. The non-ideal packing of neighbor operators 
in one stage explains these fluctuations. 

 
Table 1 

Results for FHADD on TB1000, from 2 to 14 pipeline stages 

Stages 

Stage 

time 

period 

All 

stages 

time 

Registers 

size, bit 

Run 

time, s 

Size of 

list Pupd 

Size of 

list Vupd 

2 45.43 90.87 477 0.004 1.46 1.32 

3 30.71 92.14 854 0.162 1.04 0.97 

4 23.78 95.14 1288 0.701 1.10 1.04 

5 19.45 97.27 1861 0.952 1.07 1.01 

6 15.99 95.94 2329 1.261 1.16 1.09 

7 14.26 99.81 2550 1.818 1.21 1.16 

8 12.53 100.21 3090 3.498 1.31 1.27 

9 11.66 104.94 3595 12.337 1.87 1.86 

10 10.79 107.94 4095 10.976 1.96 1.95 

11 9.93 109.21 4474 6.866 1.70 1.70 

12 9.06 108.74 5081 3.486 1.56 1.55 

13 8.20 106.55 5537 9.248 1.87 1.88 

14 7.33 102.62 6328 3.161 1.55 1.55 

 On average: 1.45 1.41 
 

 

 
Figure 10 Number of iterations in FHADD (solid), total number of mobility-

one-operators (dash), number of static mobility-one-operators (square dot), 
number of dynamic mobility-one-operators (round dot), and average number 

of operator’s predecessors/successors (wide dash) vs. stage count. 

 
While increasing the number of stages from 2 to 14, the 

overall pipeline registers size grows from 477 to 6328 bit near 
linearly. The FHADD runtime grows rapidly for the stages 
count until 9. Then it fluctuates. We can explain such behavior 
in the way as follows. Firstly, the FHADD runtime directly 
depends on the number of iterations in its main loop (Figure 
10, solid). This number grows from 76 to 714, and then it 
wavers near 700. Secondly, the number of iterations is larger 
when the number of scheduled mobility-one-operators is 
smaller (Figure 10, dash). There are two sources for such 
mobility: 1) the equality of the stages that ASAP and ALAP 
have assigned to the operator (static mobility-one); 2) the 
reduction of the operator mobility to one due to the 
assignment of other operators to stages (dynamic mobility-
one). While the stage count increases from 2 to 9, the number 
of static mobility-one-operators falls in TB1000 from 890 
down to 32 (square dot), and the number of dynamic mobility-
one-operators remains small but increases (round dot). 
Consequently, the FHADD runtime grows from 0.004 s to 

12.337 s. Thirdly, after 9 stages the number of static mobility-
one-operators begins to grow due to the stage time period 
approaches to the maximal operator delay. In this case, it is 
difficult to obtain ideal packing of neighbor operators in one 
stage. The number of dynamic mobility-one-operators is close 
to that of the static ones. Both do not reduce the number of 
iterations, therefore the FHADD runtime remains high. 
Fourthly, the FHADD runtime significantly depends on the 
runtime of OptimizationStateUpdate. In its turn, this runtime 
crucially depends on the size of lists/sets Pupd, Vupd, cdsucc, 
cdpred, ncdsucc and ncdpred. According to Table 1, lists Pupd 
and Vupd include a very small number of operators and 
variables, the maximum runtime occurs when Pupd, Vupd have 
the maximal size. Fifthly, the heuristic factors that the genetic 
algorithm finds can significantly vary the overall registers size 
and vary the number of dynamic mobility-one-operators. The 
factors that produce the lowest registers size often generate the 
smaller number of dynamic mobility-one-operators, thereby 
increasing the FHADD runtime. 

Figure 10, wide dash shows the size of cdsucc and cdpred 
vs. stage count. The size of 267 is maximal for 3 stages, and 
then it monotonically falls to 111 at 14 stages. The total size of 
sets ncdsucc and ncdpred is small and equals 3.63 on average.  

Table 2 shows another source of the reducing the FHADD 
runtime, i.e. the transition from the operators’ conflict relation 
to its minimal anti-transitive analogue. The analogue reduces 

the number of operator pairs by 36.69%  42.74% and 

decreases the runtime by 21.2%  29.3%.  
Table 3 compares the new FHADD algorithm against the 

best-known HT technique [8] on five benchmarks of different 
size. FHADD’s gain is 10.63% over HT regarding the quality 
of pipelines and its gain is 9.5x on average regarding the 
runtime. 

 

 

 

Table 2 

Influence of anti-transitivity on FHADD runtime for 4-stage pipelines 

Parameter 
Test bench size 

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 

FHADD runtime (sec) 0.94 2.59 8.50 13.43 10.48 

Reduction of conflict relation 

size (%) 
42.74 36.69 38.61 38.40 42.51 

FHADD runtime after 
relation size reduction (sec) 

0.69 2.04 6.33 9.50 7.62 

Decrease in FHADD runtime 

(%) 
26.6 21.2 25.5 29.3 27.3 

 

Table 3 

Results for FHADD and HT on TB1000-TB5000, 4 stages 
 

Design 

Size 

Pipeline registers size CPU time 

FHADD 
(bit) 

HT 
(bit) 

% 
FHADD 

(sec) 
HT 

(sec) 
times 

1000 1288 1469 14.05 0.687 12.00 17.5 

2000 1529 1712 11.97 2.044 8.00 3.9 

3000 2016 2192 8.73 6.326 29.00 4.6 

4000 2735 3067 12.14 9.499 62.00 6.5 

5000 3123 3318 6.24 7.615 115.00 15.1 

On average 10.63  9.5 
 



7.2 Results for FHASD 

Table 4 reports results obtained for FHASD on TB1000 at 
various stage count. RSize grows from 481 to 6393 near 
linearly with increasing the number of stages from 2 to 14. For 
each number, FHASD gives RSize higher to FHADD. The 
gain of FHADD is 6.07% on average. At the same time, 
FHASD is much faster to FHADD, with the gain of 345.3 
times on average.  

 

7.3 Results for genetic algorithm 

Our numerous experiments prove that the heuristic 
algorithm FHADD gives about 70 % of the reduction 
regarding a minimum of the overall pipelines registers size, 
and the genetic algorithm that tunes the heuristic factors in 
FHADD gives the rest 30 % of the reduction. 

GA provides generating the best heuristic factor values for 
various designs and various number of pipeline stages. Figure 
11 shows cumulative distribution probability functions (CDFs) 
generated on the best heuristic factors that result from 
numerous optimization runs on designs TB1000-TB5000. The 
best average values of heuristic factors are as follows: 

1=0.292 (mobility of operators), 2=0.466 (rslb over stages), 

3=0.056 (rslb over operators) and 4=0.186 (difference 
between inputs size and outputs size of operator). Each factor 

takes value in a restricted interval. Thus, 2 should be between 

0.15 and 0.9, 1 should be between 0.0 and 0.6, 4 should be 

between 0.0 and 0.55 and 3 should be between 0.0 and 0.25. 
CDFs are an efficient facility for the generation of initial  

 

 
Figure 11 Cumulative probability distribution functions for best heuristic 

factors: 1 (dash), 2 (solid), 3 (round dot), 4 (dash dot). 

 
Figure 12 Overall registers size (bit) of 3-stage pipeline optimized by 

crossover HUX (solid), SOX (round dot) and CDF-HUX (dash) vs. population 
size (average on 5 run of TB1000 for each crossover). 

 
population in GA. They randomly produce quick solutions in 
case FHADD can perform few runs in acceptable CPU time. 

Figure 12 compares two crossovers HUX and SOX with 
respect to high performance of GA. Starting conditions for 
SOX (884.8) appear preferable over starting conditions for 
HUX (885.8). But very quickly HUX began to give the 
registers size much lower than SOX and the difference had 
been increased. Therefore, SOX is preferable on a restricted 
population size, and HUX is preferable when GA can generate 
many individuals in the population. Figure 12 also shows that 
the replacement of the uniform probability distribution with 
CDFs significantly speeds up the reduction of registers size in 
a low-size population but can give a worse result in a high-size 
population. 

7.4 Tuning the pipeline optimization tool 

Figure 13 summarizes the preferable usage regions of four 
configurations of pipeline optimization algorithms: FLCSBB, 
GA-on-FHADD, CDFs-on-FHADD and FHASD. We have 
constructed the regions at the requirement that the runtime of 
the configurations except FLCSBB does not exceed 120 
seconds on Intel® Core™ i3 CPU. The ability of optimizing 
large pipelines with many stages grows from FLCSBB to 
FHASD, which induces the increase in the algorithm’s 
inaccuracy. We have measured the algorithm inaccuracy by 
conducting computational experiments and by the comparison 
of neighbor configurations on several test-benches, whose size 
is suitable for the left configuration in the pair (Figure 13).  
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Figure 13 Preferable regions of pipeline optimization algorithms in “design 

size / pipeline stages” solution space.  

Table 4 

Results for FHASD and its comparison against FHADD on TB1000 

Stages 

Overall 

registers 
size (bit) 

CPU time 

(millisecond) 

Registers size 

FHASD over 
FHADD (%) 

CPU time 

FHADD over 
FHASD (times) 

2 481 1.0 0.84 4.0 

3 916 2.6 7.26 62.3 

4 1482 4.6 15.06 152.4 

5 2080 5.1 11.77 186.7 

6 2526 6.3 8.46 200.2 

7 2768 7.6 8.55 239.2 

8 3396 10.0 9.90 349.8 

9 3747 16.6 4.23 743.2 

10 4099 13.8 0.10 795.4 

11 4758 13.9 6.35 494.0 

12 5269 10.4 3.70 335.2 

13 5629 15.0 1.66 616.5 

14 6393 10.2 1.03 309.9 

 On average 6.07 345.3 
 



Thus, we compared FLCSBB and GA-on-FHADD on 
designs of up to 100 instructions. The inaccuracy of GA-on-
FHADD regarding the registers size is about 2 % on average 
against the optimal values given by FLCSBB. The inaccuracy 
of CDFs-on-FHADD is about 3% against GA-on-FHADD and 
therefore 5 % on average against FLCSBB on designs of up to 
1000 statements. The inaccuracy of FHASD is about 8% 
against GA-on-FHADD and therefore about 10 % on average 
against FLCSBB on designs of up to 5000 statements and 
larger.  

8 Conclusion 

This paper proposes algorithms for transforming, analysis, 
speculatively pipelining and optimizing large branched 
feedback dataflow CAL-programs, which represent loop-like 
behavior. The exhaustive algorithm that optimally assigns 
feedbacks and instructions to pipeline stages is very slow; 
therefore, the paper presents fast dynamic and mixed 
static / dynamic heuristics, and the genetic approach to speed 
up the optimization process and to produce solutions that are 
close to optimal ones. We summarize our findings as follows: 

1. The proposed techniques of CAL-actor transformation and 
analysis allow us to perform speculative pipelining and 
optimizing of branched feedback dataflow programs. 

2. Pipelining of time-consuming CAL-actors that lie on 
critical paths of a dataflow program reduces the clock 
time-period and increases the throughput of the concurrent 
system implementations. 

3. The extended pipelining algorithms FASAP, FALAP and 
FLCSBB perform speculative optimization of loop-like 
branched dataflow programs with feedbacks. 

4. Our dynamic heuristics overcome mixed static / dynamic 
heuristics regarding pipeline quality, but the latter is orders 
of magnitude faster. 

5. Our genetic algorithm performs tuning of heuristic factors 
to obtain higher quality solutions. 

6. The proposed set of algorithm configurations can handle 
both a small dataflow design with a small number of 
pipeline stages resulting in optimal solution, and a large 
design with many stages resulting in increased inaccuracy 
against optimal solutions. 

Overall, we conclude that the developed algorithms and 
tool show that the pipelining technology can be extended for 
dataflow programs and successfully used in existing CAL-
based design flows. 
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Table of acronyms 

No Acronym Full name 

1 CAL Concurrent algorithmic language 

2 ASAP As soon as possible pipeline scheduling algorithm 

3 ALAP As late as possible pipeline scheduling algorithm 

4 P A set of operators (statements, instructions). 

5 V A set of variables 

6 inputs(p) A set of input variables of operator p 

7 outputs(p) A set of output variables of operator p 

8 size(v) A bit-size of variable v 

9 prod(v) Operators-producers of variable v 

10 cons(v) Operators-consumers of variable v 

11 T  A set of conditional Boolean variables 

12 Z A set of primary Boolean variables 

13 H A set of Boolean functions that evaluate the conditional variables over the primary variables  

14 F A set of feasible Boolean functions for values of pairs of primary variables 

15  A Boolean function that characterizes the feasible set of vector values of primary variables 

16  A Boolean function that takes value 1 when two conditional variables are orthogonal 

17 Rdirect Operators direct precedence relation 

18 R Transitive closure of Rdirect 

19 succ(p) Operators-successors of operator p 

20 pred(p) Operators-predecessors of operator p 

21 G A matrix of all operator pairs longest paths lengths 

22 Fbr(s) A subset of operators in a feedback region of variable s 

23 S A set of pipeline stages 

24 stage(p) An assignment of operator p to a stage 

25 Tstage A constraint on the pipeline-stage time-period 



26 C An operator conflict relation (graph) 

27 Cn An operator nonconflict relation (graph) 

28 cdpred(p) A set of direct predecessors of operator p on graph C  

29 ncdpred(p) A set of direct predecessors of operator p on graph Cn 

30 cdsucc (p) A set of direct successors of operator p on graph C  

31 ncdsucc (p) A set of direct successors of operator p on graph Cn 

32 asap A pipeline schedule that ASAP algorithm generates on conflict graph C 

33 alap A pipeline schedule that ALAP algorithm generates on conflict graph C 

34 Rsize(stage) An overall pipeline registers size of the schedule described by the operators vector assignment stage 

35 lifetime(v) Lifetime of variable v over pipeline stages 

36 FASAP Extension of ASAP for branched feedback programs 

37 FALAP Extension of ALAP for branched feedback programs 

38 fasap A pipeline schedule that FASAP algorithm generates on conflict graph C 

39 falap A pipeline schedule that FALAP algorithm generates on conflict graph C 

40 LCSBB Least cost search branch and bound algorithm of pipeline optimization  

41 FLCSBB Extension of LCSBB for branched feedback dataflow programs 

42 flcsbb A pipeline schedule that FLCSBB algorithm generates on conflict graph C 

43 FHADD Feedback dataflow optimization Heuristic Algorithm using dynamic heuristics for operators and stages  

44 FHASD Feedback dataflow optimization Heuristic Algorithm using static heuristics for operators and dynamic 

heuristics for stages 

45 early(p) A lower bound of a range of available stages for operator p 

46 late(p) A upper bound of a range of available stages for operator p 

47 lifestim(v) A lower bound of lifetime of variable v over pipeline stages 

48 early(v) An upper bound of the earliest stage of producers of variable v 

49 late(v) A lower bound of the latest stage of consumers of variable v 

50 pos(x) A function whose value equals 0 if x  0, and equals x otherwise 

51 (p) A heuristic weight of operator p whose maximal value indicates that p is preferable for scheduling 

52  A vector of heuristic factors 

53 (p) A vector of heuristic parameters of operator p 

54 GA Genetic algorithm for tuning heuristics 

55 F() A fitness function of individual  that represents quality of the corresponding pipeline solution 

56 FPS A fitness proportionate selection operation 

57 WPS A worst parent selection operation 

58 WIS A worst individual selection in the current generation 

59 HUX A half uniform crossover operation 

60 SOX A single offspring crossover operation 

61 ,  Heuristic factor weights  

62  A mutation factor  

63 pcross Probability of choosing the crossover  

64 pmut Probability of choosing the mutation 
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